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FORWORD 

The information contained herein was developed on Research ProJect 

HPR-2(104). entitled "Highway Sign Support Research," which was a pooled 

fund research project sponsored jointly by the U, S. Department of Trans-

portation, Federal Highway Administration, Bureau of Public Roads, and 

the following h1ghway departments; Alabama, Cal1forn1a, lllin:Jls, Kansa.s, 

Louisiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, 

South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and the District of Columbia 

The result of this Research Project have been reported In three 

separate volumes, each concerning 1.tself with the spec if i r area of 

investigation as follows: 

VOLUME 1 

VOUJME 2 

VOLUME 3 

BREAK-AWAY ROADSIDE SIGN SUPPORT STRUCTURES 

WIND LOADS ON ROADSIDE SIGNS 

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF IMPACT ATTENUATION 
OR PROTECTIVE DEVICES FOR FIXED HIGHWAY 
OBSTACLES 

Each volume 1s complete within itself, presenting the objectl\'ES, work 

done, cnnclliSlons, a.nd rerommendat1ons. 

The Contract Manager of this proJect was R F Baker of the Off1~e 

oi Research and Development, Bt.~reau of Pt:tbllc Roads A Poll y Comm.Ltree 

composed of eng1neers from the various participating highway defartments 

and the Bureau of Public Roads was established to represent the partl~l-

pat1ng agencies to (l) insure that ~he contractor would be responsive to 

the desires of the cooperating highway agencies, (2\ provide a means tor 

keep1ng all parties informed of progress and action on the subje~t, and 



(3) provide adequate liaison between the technical personnel on the 

project and those of the technical staff of the Bureau of Public Roads 

and the participating agencies to insure the success of the work and 

its early acceptance. 

This Policy Committee was composed of the following members and 

alternates, 

Chairman: T, S, Huff 

Vice Chairman: J. E, Wilson 

Secretary: M, D, Shelby (ex officio) 

STATE MEMBER ALTERNATE 

Alabama J, F. Tribble F. L. Holman 

California J. E. Wilson J. L. Beaton 

Illinois J, E. Burke v, E. Staff 

Kansas R, L Anderson J c D, McNeal 

louisiana v, Adam w, T, Taylor, 

Minnesota F. c Marshall G. Carlson 

Mississippi A, M, White S,. Q. Kidd 

Nebraska A. H Dederman R, 1. Meyer 

jr, 

North Dakota v, Zink G. J 0 Stelzmiller 

Oklahoma B, 

South Dakota p, 

Tennessee L 

Texas To 

District of Columbia F. 

Bureau of Publ1c Roads A. 

c. Hartranft 

A. Hoffman 

E. Hinds 

S, Huff 

W, Ellerman 

Taragin 

ii 

R. S. O'Neill 

H, M, Brooks 

R, L, Lewis 



In addition, a Technical Subcommittee was established to prov1de 

continuous and critical review of the progress of the work~. Th1s 

committee was selected by the Policy Committee and was composed of 

engineers w1th special technical ::ompetence and ability to c.ont r 1bute 

to the success of the project and implementation of its findings The 

members of the Technical Subcommittee were as follows: 

Chairman. 

Secretary: 

STATE 

California 

Kansas 

Lou1s1ana 

Tennessee 

Te.xas 

I S Huff 

M" D Shelby (ex offlClO) 

MEMBER 

j, L, Beaton 

R L Anderson 

w. T Taylor, -' r 

L E Hinds 

L s' Huff 

The opinions, 11nd1ngs and con:lus1ons expressed in thi& report 

are those of the authors and n:Jt ne:essar1ly th;)se of the Bu.reau ot 

Pub 11 c Roads 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Fatalities or disabling injuries have been sustained by passen

gers in a vehicle colliding with fixed objects at high speeds, even 

though the passengers were fully restrained by seat belts, due to a 

magnitude and rate of onset of deceleration which are beyond buman 

tolerance, The hazard of certain fixed objects along the roadway, 

such as roadside signs and luminaire poles can be eliminated by 

employing the "break-away" design concept, Attempts have been made 

to protect other fixed obstacles such as bridge piers, wing walls~ 

abutments, supports of large overhead sign bridges, certain utility 

poles, etc,, by employing guardrails, Such guardrail installations 

have not been entirely successful because guardrails at present are 

not specifically designed as impact absorbing devices. They have 

been designed principally to restrain and redirect vehicles, i.e., 

traffic separation barriers on freeways and vehicle retainers on the 

shoulders of roadways with steep backslopes, etc, 

To protect motorists from certain fixed obstacles mentioned 

previously, an energy absorbing impact attenuation barrier or device 

is needed to bring out-of-control speeding vehicles to a controlled 

stop. The objective of this study was to investigate the feasibility 

of impact attenuation or protective devices for fixed highway obstacles, 

The factors cor:.sidered were human tolerance for deceleration levels, 

vehicle characteristics, available energy absorbing materials, and 

fundamental theory of engineering mechanics. 
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C H A P T E R 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

This literature survey has been subdivided into three sections: 

the first deals with human tolerance limits of deceleration and onset 

of deceleration or "jerk"; the second considers vehicle characteristics; 

and the third presents information concerning the absorption character

istics of various materials which might be incorporated into an impact 

attenuation system. 

2.1 Human Tolerance Limits 

There has been an extensive amount of work done in this area. A 

list of references is included at the end of the literature survey. 

Beaumier discusses safety improvements under consideration by 

the automobile industry such as a swinging bumper, extra energy absorb

ing material and padding. Beaumier says: "Safety will 'cost' the 

auto industry an estimated $500 million dollars in 1966, about $27.78 

1 
per car." 

In a report on seat belt installations, Sharp makes the following 

statement: "The deceleration forces experienced by a crew member of 

a B-58 ejecting at supersonic speeds are comparable with, or more 

severe than, a typical head-on automobile crash. Forces of approximately 

30 g's are involved yet crewmen survive with little or no injury. The 

secret is the controlled environment with an adequate restraint sys-

2 
tern." 

Investigations by Stapp into human exposure to linear deceleration 

2 



were conducted following World War II, These studies employed a 

rocket propelled slide which was occupied by Stapp and two ot:her 

healthy young men, In his conclusions~ he states, nLinear decelera

tion of 30 g"s lasting for ,11 seconds can be tolerated by human 

subjects in the backward facing position, The mild degrees of injury 

and discomfort noted indicate that higher values of deceleration can 

be survived by humans in chis position if the body is uniformly sup~ 

3 
ported," 

In a later paper, Stapp discusses military experience with lap

belt-shoulder harnesses and notes that with a "full harness" human 

subject tests were conducted up to 46 g"s,
4 

Lininger and others conducted more than 50 crash tests at public 

gatherings which created interest in seat belts, Lininger personally 

participated in the crashes c He writes: "In these demor,s tra tions we 

approached the 25-30 g level and at no time did I experience any ten

dency to submarine under the lap-belt chest-strap combination, 115 

Lininger also reports on the development of a portable swing seat fer 

maki.r::g comparative tests in controlling sudden stops with. or without 

sEat beits, 

Haynes, writi:.J.g on design aspects of automobile safe:::y reports 

that "' c during an average impacto the deceleration level falls 

from a value of well over 100 g':s at the bumper to aboG:t 30 g 1
& i::1 cr,e 

area of the front seat compartment 0 
, 

A summary of literar_ure by Ei.band contains th.e stat.emer:ct: -r1be 

volun~ary-human-tolerance boundary :shows that subjects have er~ured 

maximum uniform accelerations of 45 g"s for 0,044 seconds wixh no 

3 



injurious or debilitating (weakening) effects 

According to Pesman and Eiband, "A human being can tolerate 

decelerative loads of 45 g's perpendicular to the spine, and 20 g's 

8 
of compressive load parallel to the spine if adequately supported." 

The Texas Transportation Institute Staff has discussed tolerance 

limits with other researchers and it is apparent that an established 

criterion does not exist. However, general agreement exists on the 

following requirements: 

1. The body must be restrained. 

2. The method for determination of g values must be stated. 

3. The location of accelerometers or other devices must be stated. 

4. Peak g values and time of occurrence are related. 

2.2 Vehicle Characteristics 

The following selected references are representative of findings 

reported in current literature concerning vehicle characteristics; such 

as angle of approach, percentage of single vehicle accidents, and 

vehicle attenuation capabilities. 

Hutchinson and Kennedy say " . . . it is doubtful that a vehicle 

could encroach upon the median at an angle greater than about 25° unless 

it was traveling at a slow speed, was involved in a relatively severe 

collision, or was involved in initial movements resulting in running 

off the pavement to the right."
9 

Review of their research on 266 

encroachments on Interstate 74 shows that 90% of the encroachments were 

0 0 
at angles less than 20 and 96% were less than 30 ; and for 284 

encroachments on Interstate 25, 90% were below 20° and 95% below 30°.
10 
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The Warnock Hersey Company, Ltd, of Montreal concivcted 13 cr CJ~:;h 

!:ests on guardrails in which the angle of impact was 21° and r_he \'EhH le 

speed varied from 25 to 60 mph, This research was initiated becau,se 

from September,l959 to November,l962, a total of 33 vehLcles had 

broken through the safety barriers on Metropolitan Boulevard in Mo~treal 

resulting in six deaths, Data taken from the report show a maximum 

lateral deceleration of 6,5 g"s, a maximum longitudinal deceleratroP. 

li 
of 14.3 g!s and a rebound of from seven to 36 feet. 

Huelke and Gikas. of the University of Michigan, stat~ tGat dur1~g 

the period from November 1, 1961 to November 1, 1965, tl::ey ::;b,erved 

139 aLc1dents w1th 177 deaths of which 54 had hit f1xed obJects 

Wlthin 18 feet of :he roadway, They contend that we wtll always hdVE 

accidenU; therefore., we must improve the vehicle design for cra6h 

12 
a•tenuat1a~ or clear the highway of obstacles 

I~ their study of median barriers, Beaton and F1eld te~ted iS typ~~ 

of median barrierb, incluci1ng flexible, semi-rigid and r1g1d bacr1er~ 

The tests were made using various weight vehicles with a:.fferer,':. 

approach argles and velocitles. Based on the departme~t ~ pb~t exper 

0 
""-.encc "Tne 60 mph .;peed a-;d the 30 angle of approacr '~orr,birat 10· wd, 

selected a3 repre6EPtative of the more severe type of ob.1 4~e a~~.ae~· 

w1 th a median barrier ,,lJ 

JVlosk.owitz at.d _.,haefer state that for the period. irorr, t9)6 [[,r.JL.gt. 

L 9 58 
l ., 

or• a 1 1 typed of full freeway fatal accide~ts ic Cai1for~1a, 43% 

. . ' 14 
veh1~te 2L:tde~ts-

Cro~by, doirg work .Jr cro5s median accidents ic New 0e:~ey 3ay~. 

::-~r:gie ve!ci::.i.e c.c.:ider,t deatbs on the l3l mile New Jer;:;ey T ,rup1ke frcrn 
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1952 through 1958 amounted to 33 per300s 

15 
fatalities, 

Stonex conc1ude3; "The single car acrc.ide;:,::s c:ontr1buce r.ear ly 

nearly 16,000 deatn.s · and furtt:er ", seven bill1on do1iars are 

d. ,~ ' if' 'd. •· 16 
waste annuaLly lP.. tra :;.c acc1 erts. 

acLidents on highwaya rep0rts that s1ngle ve~~:les ~Jtt1ng iixeci 

l. 7 

objects accoent for 3i% of the freeway fatal a~c~dents in Cal1forr1a 

Company, states. "~For tee full r&nge of velo£.,itles t.e:::>ted, the de.:.e.L-

erat1on level 1n the pa~senger compartment always ~as beec less than 

h lf h ' . f . ' ~ lii8 
~a L at observed at the front o tne trame. 

Severy and Matrewso~ h.;r tber state, '" crumpilng may reduce 

the deceieratl~n for.es B(TLng ou t~e part of the ~ar r.eaz tbe driver 

to less than 1/10 U.e lor-:ce at tt1e bumper bLt, ta take adva~~age 

of thi.B force atte~Latio~. t~e driver m~st be tJed 
,,1. 9 

to the c.ar, ~ 

,c;olli.sion event: fo.r t.r,e :a:r: 1:,; essentially complete by 80 milil.:ic,_ono:, 

Ford engineer,; say, •: a ver,::_,~le 1nvoived in a se:r1ous front 

end colliston geceraliy 2ollap3es in this order; 

metal, hood, then radiator, in. to whh;h the fan a~J.d wacFr pump are 

pushed. Next frame members may be gil" to be.,. kl e; a;,d 111 some ca,;e$, dte 

fl oo:c pan ma:y ben.d it s all over tn 

6 



Stonex makes the statement: "It is clear to the investigators in 

this area that the ultimate solution cannot lie in packaging the 

passenger, Even at moderate road speeds the energies are too high 

to be absorbed in the time available by any packaging system wl-.i.::h is 

22 
apt to be accepted and used by drivers and passengers universally," 

S 
23 ,_ H . , , . 9. tonex states tEat utch1nson, 1n report1ng on l cases i.n a 

study of median encroachments on divided highways, found that only 

0 
10% of the vehicles leave the pavement at angles greater than 15 , 

Johnson, on investigating freeway accidents for the California 

Division of Highways, found that 25/o of all freeway accidents (fatal 

and non~fatal) were caused by collisions with fixed objects.
24 

Kassel, Tamburri and others of the California Divu;ion of High~ 

ways, wrote on guardrail installation criteria showing that ir. 1963 and 

1964 there were 2402 accidents and 155 fatalities by single vehicle 

collisions with fixed objects on 1100 miles of freeway in California, 

They also show tr.at of t~le 155 fa. tal ities, 51 were caused by c::oll L:,ion& 

. . b d . 25 WLth a utments an p1ers. 

Investigators in New York conducted studies and full":scale dynamic 

tests of Highway Barriers~ and present an equation to predict the angle 

of impact of a vehicle and a fixed barrier, This equation is shown 

in Figure 1, In discussing the equation they note that large initial 

lateral displacements are necessary to produce angles of impat:t above 

30°, and that variation of the coefficient of friction has a significaLt 

effect on impact angle, They state 

''For example, an increase of effective friction 
coefficient from 0.60 to 0.85 increases the maximum 
impact angle from 22 degrees to 16 degrees for a 

7 
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speed of 60 mph (88 ft, I sec, and an i.ni tial l at«=ral 
displacement of 30 feet. Vehicle velocity has a major 
effect on impact angle, causing a decrease from 30 
degrees at 30 mph to 15 degrees at 60 mph for 10 feet 
of initial lateral displacement and an effective fric
tion coefficient of 0.85. Road curvature has only 
minor effect on impact angle for small late.cal dis, 
placements, but significant effe~gs at initial lateral 
displacements of 20 to 30 feet." 

Review of current literature indicates general agreement on the 

following requirements for establishing interim vehicle characteristics: 

l, The angle of approach cannot be definitely determined for 

all vehicle-driver a~tions; therefore, a rational value must 

be established. The equation of the New York investigators 

can be applied; an upper limit might be established ba&ed on 

a percentage of expected encroachments. 

2. The number of single vehicle accidents is sufficient to 

require lateral clearances of 20 feet or more for fixed objects, 

3. The nature of the f~xed object must be considered ,e,g., ~Lgn 

suppm:t, bridge tent, retair.ir:g wall, etc,>, 

4. Veh1cle attenuation characteristiLs must be Buppiemected by 

fixed object attenuation systems. 

2.3 Absorption Materials or Devices 

The mechanical p:coperties of certain common materi.als s~.;ch as 

aluminum and steel are readily available; however, hardly any mechani 

cal information is available for materials such as plastic and foam. 

The following wiL. gi.ve a brief rev .Lew of tr;ese othe:r mater :.als. 
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A honeycomb struc~ure can be made from many types of materials, 

some of which are kraft paper, foams, aluminum, balsa wood, reinforced 

plastic, cotton, stainless steel and titanium. The cost of the honey-

comb ranges from 25 cents per cubic foot for the paper honeycomb to as 

high as 10,000 dollars per cubic foot for the titanium honeycomb. 

The crush strength of honeycomb can vary from 5 to 2000 pounds 

per square inch of surface, and its density can vary from 1 to 15 

pounds per cubic foot. Because of these variable properties, almost 

any kind of system can be designed depending on the weight of a 

h . 1 . d. d d 1 . . d 2 7' 28' 2 9 ve ~c e, stopp~ng ~stance an ece erat~on requ~re . Curves 

illustrating force as a function of displacement, or honeycomb defor-

mation are available which show that the material is an elastic-

30 
plastic material and that the elastic range is very small. Dunlop 

writes that tests on honeycomb show that the initial crushing strength 

is approximately twice the final crushing force, but precrushing reduces 

31 
this initial peak. 

Platus et al, on work done on impact absorption say that "Consider-

able research has been conducted on methods and devices for landing 

impact. Most of these studies, with the exception of those concerned 

with retrorockets, have dealt with devices which absorb energy by totally 

or partially destroying themselves upon impact. These devices include 

(1) fragmenting tubes, (2) crushable materials, (3) deformable structures 

and (4) gas bags and gas- filled collapsible shells. "
32 

Discussing a new concept for energy absorption, they state that 

"A cyclic strain energy impact device absorbs energy by converting 

unidirectional motion into cyclic deformation of a working material. 

10 



The device consists of three basic parts: (1) load transmitter, (2) 

33 
cycling mechanism, and (3) working elements." An example of this 

type of a device is the "torus" shown in Figure 2. Platus employs a 

unit energy term, called the specific energy absorption (S.E.A.); com

parison by Esgar 
34 

of different high energy absorption mechanisms, 

shows that for 

Balsa Wood S.E.A. 24,000 ft-lbs/lb 

Metal Honeycomb S.E.A. - 12,000 ft-lbs/lb 

35 For a frangible tube, McGhee gives the value 31,000 ft-lbs/lb; and 

Platus, for a titanium metal which was cycled in a plastic strain suf-

ficient to produce failure in 100 cycles, says "The total S.E.A. at 

failure is approximately 350,000 ft-lb/lb."
36 

Work done by Deleys and McHenry at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory 

on guardrails shows that a 6" X 8" wooden post embedded 40" to 43" 

in sand is capable of absorbing approximately 15,500 ft-lbs of energy 

37 
with a maximum impact force of 4800 lbs. 

Beaton and Field found from tests on median barriers that the 

9 gage chain link fabric on 2 1/4 inch by 4.1 lbs/ft steel H posts 

spaced 8 feet apart was the best balanced median system, since it provided 

sufficient resistance to decelerate the vehicle and produced tolerable 

deceleration rates on the vehicle occupants. They obtained results for 

the 36 inch high chain link barrier, 
38 

as shown in Table I. 

Skelton, working on hedge barriers, says that "Hedges of multi-

flora roses were proved to be effective barriers for stopping passenger 

automobiles, provided the width was sufficient to prevent the vehicle 

from passing through the hedge, For a vehicle to be stopped within the 

11 



INN£R CYLINDER 

OUTER CYLINDER 

FIG. 2 TORUS IMPACT DEVICE 
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1-' 
w 

TEST NO. 

14 

19 

21 

23 

VEHICLE VEHICLE 
WEIGHT VELOCITY 

4000 1bs. 61 mph 

3700 1bs. 41 mph 

3850 1bs. 60 mph 

17500 1bs. 42 mph 

TABLE 1 

APPROACH NO. POSTS FENCE LENGTH OF 
ANGLE DAMAGED DISPLACEMENT DAMAGE 

31° 11 8 1 
- 6" 80' 

15° 4 3' - 4" 35' 

31° 12 8' 56' 

34° 23 12 1 90 1 



hedge at speeds not to exceed 50 mph, without the use of brakes, the 

minimum required effective length of hedge on the path of travel was 

39 
75 feet." 

Clark, working with air bag restraining systems, found in testing 

a swing impact sled with a human subject and an air bag restraint, that 

h 11 1 d d b 50 I h h d 7 I n
40 

t e s e experience a out g s w ereas t e man experience g s. 

New York State has done a considerable amount of work oh energy 

absorption characteristics of different types of posts embedded in sand 

and glacial till. The posts were embedded to a depth of 39 inches 

having 27 inches above the ground. These were then impacted by an instru-

mented truck with a bumper height of 21 inches. Some of the properties 

41 
obtained from their plotted curves are contained in Table II. 

Tests run by Shield and Carington on impact cushioning, show 

. f 108 d 100 f d 1 . 4 ~ . 1 propert~es or Quartermaster C an C oame p ast~c; typ~ca 

properties are listed in Table III. 

Hirsch and Edwards, working with pile cushioning materials, have 

43 
arrived at the following coefficient of restitution values: 

Material 

Oak 
Fir Plywood 
Pine Plywood 
Gum 

Coefficient of Restitution 

0.50 
0.43 
0.27 
0.20 

Since the coefficient of restitution is a measure of the energy 

absorption characteristics of a material, the above table shows the 

relative merits of the various woods. 

14 



TYPE POST 
AND 

IMPACT DIRECTION 

II 

6 
""* '\_. II 

4 

-r s 

-r \., 

-r s 

5 
-r3D Hollow 

Aluminum 

3 

"''0 
~_D Cedar 

_,.D Cedar 

~o Cedar 

-7-0 Cedar 

_.. I 3I5,7 

-r I 3I5,7 

MAXIMUM 
FORCE 

LBS" 

4000 

4100 

5500 

5000 

7000 

5000 

5300 

6200 

5800 

7500 

4300 

4500 

TABLE 2 

15 

MAXIMUM 
DEFLECTION 

INS. 

28 

30 

27 

25 

18 

22 

43 

8 

47 

5 

25 

22 

ENERGY ABSORBED SOIL 

IN" -LBS" 

100,000 Sand 

llO,OOO Sand 

81,000 Till 

90,000 Till 

63,000 Con::: 

55,000 Conco 

200,000 Sand 

48,000 Till 

200,000 Sand 

30,000 Till 

78,000 Sand 

30,000 Till 



MATERIAL 

108C 

(2'x2'x6") 

lOOC 

(2'x2'x3") 

DENSITY 
LBS/FT3 

4 

4.25 

5 

6 

6.87 

4 

4.25 

6.00 

6.25 

TABLE 3 

% STRAIN 

40% 

40% 

40% 

40% 

40% 

40% 

40% 

40% 

40% 

16 

STRESS
2 LBS/FT 

7,500 

8,000 

10,000 

16,000 

17,500 

7,000 

7,000 

7,000 

7,000 

MASS 
LBS. 

295 

295 

295 

295 

295 

190 

190 

190 

190 

VELOCITY 
FPS. 

50 

5'0 

58 

71 

75 

47 

44 

63.5 

50 



2.4 Discussion 

It has been estimated that 49,000 deaths occurred in 1965. Wise 

states: "Approximately 4,000,000 people were injured in 1965 in auto-

'1 . d " 4!f mob~ e ace~ ents. The resulting propertv losses aggregate more 

than 10 billion dollars annually. Single car accidents are the proxi-

22 
mate cause of about 42J of the deaths. 

This study investigates feasible systems to reduce the number of 

casualties which result from fixed object collisions with abutments, 

overhead bridge supports, and piers which cannot be eliminated from the 

roadway. Stonex suggests that the " ..• relative hazard at the immediate 

edge of the road is very high, and it decreases rapidly as the distance 

- l d f h . II 
45 Ir h 95" r from t 1e e ge o t .c pavement ~ncreases. _ appears t at Ia ot 

the accidents occur within ?0 feet of the edge of the roadway. 

S 
3 

L · · 
5 · · · 7 

anc'1 c~t'rlers 1'.nd ;ca._, e that a tlUn1ar1 tapp , ~n1nger , Lljand .. . . . L . , 

being is capable of survivi.,,;:: a crash v1ith a deceleration of 25 g's 

with little or no injury lf Rd~~uately restrained in a vehicle. There-

fore, .i.n order to save ! i·.:e , a sq;tem must he designed ~o:ltich is capable 

of absorbing the kinetic energv o! a vehicle we~gl1ing 1500 lo 4000 pounds, 

traveling at velocit.ies Lu l\!0 feet per second, and which will produce 

a deceleration of 25 g's or less. 



CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 Energy, Forces. Deceleration Rates~ 
and Stopping Distances 

The change in kinetic energy of the vehicle can be expressed by 

v2 
( 

6KE == J Mv dv (1) 

vl 

Since the mass of the vehicle is constant, the magnitude of the 

kinetic energy of the vehicle for a particular velocity may be expressed: 

KE = 1/2 M v2 (2) 

where M = vehicle mass 

V = vehicle velocity 

Table IV on the following page show·s the kinetic energy for 

various vehicles traveling at 40, 80 and 100 fps. A plot of vehicle 

kinetic energy is shown in Figure 3. 

Since the work necessary to stop the vehicle must be equal to the 

initial kinetic energy of the vehicle as shown by 

WORK =b. KE 

d 0 

f Fds fMv dv (3) 

0 vl 

or F d = 1/2 MV
2 

avg 

18 



TABLE 4 

VEHICLE KINETIC ENERGY 

VEHICLE VEHJCLE VEHICLE KINETiC 
WEIGHT MASS VELOCITY ENERGY 

(slugs) (fps.) (fL-lbs,) 

1500 46,6 40 37,500 

80 116. 500 

100 179,000 

2000 62.2 40 49,800 

80 199,000 

100 310,000 

2500 77,7 40 62,500 

80 214.000 

100 334,500 

3000 93c. 3 40 74"60i) 

80 299,000 

100 416,000 

3500 109. 40 8 7 ,200 

80 36.8,000 

100 544. 000 

4000 124.4 40 99,600 

80 398,000 

100 622,000 

19 
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Figure 4 shows this stopping distance d as a function of the 

average force imposed on the vehicle and the kinetic energy of the verdcle, 

However, the deceleration of the veh~cle is a function of th~ mass of 

the vehicle and the applied force or from the equation for force, mass and 

acceleration: 

a 
F 
~ 
w g (4) 

A plot of this relationship is shown in Figure 5; by entering thi;:; plot) 

or by using Equation (4), the maximum average stopping forces are found 

to be 37,500 and 100,000 pounds for the 1500 and 4500 pound vehicle respeL 

tively, It can readily be seen from these values that the system used 

must be variable, otherwise some vehicles will have either very high 

deceleration rates if the 100,000 pound force is used, or excessive stope 

ping distances if the 37,500 pound system is used. 

The deceleration of the vehicle can be expressed by 

dv 
a 

or multiplying both ~ides of the equation by ds, we get 

a ds 

however, v 

which becomes 

d 

I· 
0 

dv ds ---
dt 

ds 
dt 

after putting in the limits. 

21 

d v (6) 
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Integration of (6) and 'the substitution of limits yields the following 

expression for displacement when the acceleration is not a function of 

displacement 

d 

2 2 
v2 vl 

2 
a 

or letting v = 
2 

0 

the stopping distance would be 

2 

d 
vl 

a 

A plot of the stopping distance required for various vehicle 

velocities and deceleration rates is shown in Figure 6. 

3.2 Idealized Protective Systems 

(7) 

(8) 

An idealized system is presented in Figure 7 and a linear force-

deformation curve for the vehicle is illustrated in Figure 8. It is 

recognized that such an idealization does not represent the actual 

behavior of a vehicle subjected to a collision incident. A more 

sophisticated description of a vehicle system based on empirical results 

is not available; therefore, this simple system is proposed as a first 

approximation. 

The work done in Figure 8 is considered to represent the energy 

absorbed by the deformation of the vehicle upon impact with the attenu-

ation system. 

Assume that a vehicle having a weight, W, is traveling at a velocitv 

and can be represented by the mass and linear spring shown, the dimension, 

d, is taken as the crushing of the vehicle. A fixed object having an impact 

attenuation system consisting of three discrete elements of lengths 1
1

, 1
2 

and 1
3

, for which three arbitrary coordinate systems are established, the 
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displacements of which are taken as xl' x2 and x3. 

w 

-APPROACHING 
VEHICLE 

FIGURE 7 

The idealized linear force-deformation of the vehicle may be 

represented as follows: 

FORCE, F 
WORK DONE 

DEFORMATION, d 

FIGURE 8 

26 
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Each element of the impact attenuation system acts as an 

independent plastic section, and the work is represented by the 

idealized force-deformation curve shown in Figure 9: 

FORCE 

DEFORMATION 

FIGURE 9 

Assuming the force on each element to be proportional to: '· i, 

the frontal surface area of the element, and (2) the crush strength 

of the element. Then, taking 

K 

w 

v 

d 

A 
n 

2 = Frontal surface area (ft ) 

Element depth (ft) 

Element penetration (ft) 

2 
Element crush strength (lbs/ft ) 

Vehicle spring constant (lbs/ft) 

Vehicle weight (lbs) 

Vehicle velocity (ft/sec) 

Vehicle deformation (ft) 

By employing the t.Vell Known relationship of work and energy: 

Work = l r.ange in kinetic energy 

The work done by the deformation of the vehicle 1s 

Work (vehicle) = .;;;.F-
2 

d;;.._._ (9) 

2"' 



but, since F K d
1

, the work= (10) 

The work done by the plastic attenuation element is shown in 

Figure 10. 

F 

X 

FIGURE 10 

But, this constant crushing force is a function of the surface 

area, A, of the element and the crush strength, C, of the element, or 

F 
n 

C A 
n n 

which must also be equal to the force on the vehicle, or 

F=A C =Kd 
n n 

(11) 

(12) 

using these relationships, the energy absorbed in the first element is: 

-F d -F X 1/2 ~ (V 2 v 2) 
2 1 2 1 

(13) 

or -C1A1d -C Al xl 1/2 
w (V 2 v 2) 

2 
1 G 2 1 

but d 
cl Al 

(Car deformation) 
K 

(14) 

2 
(V 2 v 2) (ClAl) 

cl Al 1/2 
w 

then 2 K 
xl G 2 1 

(15) 
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If we set v2 0 and solve tor x1 

1/2 [

w v 2 

C 1A~g 

1
1 

the vehHle is stopped in this element and the vehicle 

deceleration is g1ven by 

a "" g ( 17) 
w 

and the vehicle deformation by (14) 

d 

If, however,. x
1 

· L
1

, the vehicle is not stopped in the initial element • 

and the second element must be considered as followsc 

FromY~ork and ':'nergy: 

(C A ) 2 
. 2 2 

2K 
W (V 2 
2g 2 

lf we set V 
2 

0 and solve for x
2

, the penetration 1nto Element 2 

:.19 

L
2

• the vehicle is stopped in Element 2 and 

r 
A2 '-2 

~ 20: a ; g w 
c2 A., t21) 

and d - L. 
-~ ----

K 

If. however, x
2 

, 1
2

, the vehicle is not stopped by the first two 

29 



elements and the third element must be considered as follows 

(C3 A )2 
ClAlLl - C2A2L2 C3A3x3 w (V 2_v 2) 3 

(22) 2 K 2g 2 1 

Setting v2 = 0 

[w v 
2 

ClAlLl C2A2L2 C3 KA3] 1/2 C Al - 2 - 2 (23) x3 c3 A3 c3 A3 3 3g 

and if x3 
~ L

3 
the vehicle is stopped in Element 3 and 

c3 A3 
(24) a w g 

and d 
c3 A3 

(25) 
K 

If, however, x
3 

> L
3

, the vehicle hits the object or another element is 

needed. 

For example, let the following conditions apply: 

Al A2 = A 3 
10 ft2 

Ll L2 = L3 = 6 ft 

vl = 100 ft/sec 

W = 1500, 3000, 4000, 6000 lbs 

cl 25 lbs/in
2

, 3600 lbs/ft
2 

c2 so lbs/in
2

, 7200 lbs/ft
2 

c3 = 75 lbs/in
2

, 10,800 lbs/ft
2 

K = 30,000 lbs/ft 

then, for the 1500 pound vehicle. 
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Checking the penetration in Element 1 using \16) 

r 
.· (1500) (10000) 

1 / 2 (3600) (10) (32,2;) 
- (3600) 00)] 

30000 
1/2 

x
1 

= 5.85 ft 1
1 

therefore stops in Element 1 and the peak 

deceleration is (17) 

a 
(3600) (10) 

1500 

and the vehicle deformation rl~ 

d 
(3600) llOI 

30000 

g 24 g's 

L 2 ft 

Now then, che:king the 3000 pound vehicle, Checking Element 2 

using equation ll9 

X 
2 

[ 
(.3000) 112 (7200) 

1/2 [12,9- 6 

1,100001 - 2 (3600) (10) (6) 
C10\ (32.2) (7200) (10) 

- 2.6.] 

( 7 2001 (10) "l 
30000 J 

x2 "' 2 25 ft L
2 

-:he:refore stops ln Element 2 dnd che pea.k 

decelerat1on is from 120 

(7200) (10) 
3000 

g 

and the deformation of the \iehlcle from (21) 

d 
( 7 200) (10) 

30000 

24 g's 

Now then, us1ng the 4000 pound car and checking Element 2 uslng 119} 

' l- (4000) ~10000;, 
x2 = 112 (7200) (10) (32. 2) -

31 
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x2 = 1/2 [ 17.2- 8.4) 

x2 = 4.4 ft < 1 2 = 6' therefore stopped in Element 2, and the 

deceleration is 

a = (7200) (10) 
4000 

and the deformation of the vehicle 

d = (7200) (10) 
30000 

g = 18 g' s 

2.4 ft. 

If the vehicle had weighed 6000 pounds, then it would have pene-

trated Element 3 and 

- [ (6000) (10000) 
x3- l/ 2 (10800) (10) (32.2) 

-2 (3600) (10) (6)- 2 (7200) (10) (6) 
(10800) (10) (10800) (10) 

- (10800) (10) J 
30000 

x3 1/2 [17.3- 4-8- 3.6) 

x
3 

= 0.9 ft < 1
3 

= 6' therefore, stopped in Section 3, and the 

deceleration is 

a = (10800) (10) 
6000 g 

and the deformation of the vehicle 

d 
(10800) (10) 

30000 

18 g's 

3.6 ft 

All of the above deceleration rates are below the human tolerances 

for survival as reported in the literature survey; and therefore, a 
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belted person should be able to survive the example coll1.siono 

There are several materials that are readily available with the 

necessary properties; these include paper and aluminum honeycomb, 

and polyurethane foam. 

An alternate system for vehicle attenuation would be the use 

of posts made of wood, steel, plastic, aluminum or other material 

where the post would fracture or bend over in the ground, Work done 

46 
by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory on guardrails shows that 

a 6" x 8" wooden post embedded 40" to 43" in sand is capable of 

absorbing approximately 15500 ft-lbs of energy with a maximum impact 

force of 4800 lbs. A system consisting of a multiple post barrier 

is shown in Figure 11" 

_l~x!-
y 

T 0 Cl 

CJ 

8 . .....-:··-

~ ~ /--~,.---- APPROACHING 

VEHICLE 
.,...,.. ______ ,.;:;:;---ROADWAY 

~~ FIXED OBJECT 
~._5. " 

-----,.._.~ 

FIGURE 11 

• 

Cl 

Assuming that: the vehicle remains on a straight trajectory and that it 

clears out a six foot path, Table V shows what weight vehicle can be 

stopped at various angles ( 8 ) of approach and various velocities (V) 

for diiferent- post spacing.. By letting the spacing in the x and y 

directions be the same, we get the following results for :entral 1mpact (C}~ 
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8 
Degrees 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

15 

LS 

15 

15 

15 

15 

'l 
(fps) 

100 

100 

88 

88 

7'3c4 

7304 

100 

100 

88 

88 

73 4 

'3.4 

100 

100 

88 

88 

73.4 

7'L4 

x&y 
(fr ) 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

'3 

2 

3 

2 

l, 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

TABLE 

____ _:W.:...::::..::.i.c;;.g0 t ( lb o ' 
c l R 

4700 1 1 00 '480 

2 90 1700 l 00 

6100 2200 "-"00 

2830 lS'iO 2?00 

8'00 3 t"O 6450 

4050 2720 31~0 

2800 1000 5200 

L600 695 EOO 

%00 1.300 6200 

2060 900 ?. 00 

'S?.OO :cl3 40 or::oo 

2950 U90 ~860 

2500 1]95 1200 

1100 500 2000 

1220 900 4'"60 

1&.00 650 2600 

4610 1780 5900 

2000 92') )700 



left side of vehicle lL), right side of vehicle (R), and 2 and 3 

foot spacings (see Table V), 

The table shows that when posts alone are used, the ordinary 

car can be stopped with the 2 foot post spacing, when travelling at 

a velocity up to 50 mph for direct central impact, and for right side 

impact up to angles of approach of 15 . However, if the left side 

of the car is to be impacted, some other means of protection is 

necessary, This other means could be a thin metal or other type 

of guardrail which could direct the vehicle from the fixed object, 

or could deform and pull down additional posts thus absorbing the 

post energy and the energy due to the deformation of the protective 

device, 

This type of system could be made up of a series of posts 

(Figure 12) with a thin gage metal or cables attached to the posts, 

The metal or cables would act like a tension member, so that when 

the vehicle impacts the system, it would stretch and pull down addi-

tional posts, thus absorbing energy. 

The primary purpose of the tension member is not to stop the 

vehicle before it hits the post, but to redirect it. Therefore, the 

amount of energy that must be absorbed in the y direction must be 

obtained Using the following conditions: 

vehicle weight = 4000 lbs 

vehicle velocity = 100 fps 

angle of approach ~ 20 

The kinetic energy in the y direction would be 

K E y 1/'2 t4000) 1100 ' 20 )2 
( 3 2 2) \ sIn 
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K E y 72,600 ft-lbs 

Tak1ng into ccns1deration that each post is capable of absorbing 

15,500 ft-lbs of energy and that the post starts moving at approximately 

5000 poundsc 

Let us examine the fa1lurc of the posts, i e,, the number and the 

sequence in wh1.ch they wi.ll f ai 1 if the tens1on member remains intact 

and pulls dmvn posts, thus absorbing the energy of the vehrc le 

Using the following diagram: 

, ______ . ______ _ • 
Ll-----~'o\-

20 b 
. - -------- ' .. -

c 
- -·- ---------------------

a 

FIGURE 13 

and assuming that the vehicle could stretch the cable or thin meta1 

as sh:Jwn; let us determine if post a or b have failed. 

(2 cos 20' L88 ft 

0.68:) ft 

If the elongat icn of the tension member must be -565 ft, and le:r nng 

2 
the cable or th1n metal have a cross sectional area of 1 1n • the 

resulting ':ens.ion in the member is using the relationsh1p 

S E s 
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or F E A(~) 
L 

and using a steel member for which E = 30 x 106 psi 

then 

F 
(30 X 10

6
) (1) (, 565) 

2 

F 846,000 lbs. 

This is the force that the cable would have if deflected as 

shown in Figure 13. 

Now, determining the tensile force needed for a post to fail 

for the given position. 

Using the following free body: 

T~R 
a I <P 

----- T 
FREE BODY OF POST 

FIGURE 14 

and knowing that the post fails whenever the resultant exceeds 5000 

pounds: 

taking 

then 

+ -+ 
I Fx T - T cos d = 5000 cos ¢ 

Rf T - T cos a 
X 

T (1-cos a) 5000 cos <P 

+ 
l:Py = T sin a 5000 sin ¢ 
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if d 70 ~ 

and 

sin 65' 
tan "' + "' 1-cos 65; 

T 

cp 57,5 

5000 sin 57, 5' 
sin 65~ 

T 4650 lbs for the post b to fail. 

Now determining the force it takes to fail post a, using the 

following free body: 

where 

and ¢ 
-1 

tan 

T 4 

FREE 

L.F 
X 

T(l 

T 

zF 

T 

sin a 
1-cos d 

y 

·:P 

-

R 
1 

R 

R 

\ T v: 
a 

BODY OF POST 

FIGURE 15 

T cos d + R cos cp - T 0 

cos d) R cos cp 

cos ¢ 

- cos d 

T Sln d - R sin cp 0 

sin ¢ 

sin d 
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But since R = 5000 lbs, the force needed in the tension member 

to fail post~ is, using a = Z0° 

T 

T 

-1 sin zoo 
tan 1-cos zoo 

-1 .34Z 
tan -=[-1-..:....=.... 9.:..::4=-::]-

(5000) (sin 89°) 
sin Z0° 

14,6ZO lbs 

It follows that for angles greater than Z0° the force required 

would be less and that these posts would fail first. 

Using the following penetrations, let us determine if the posts 

are still breaking and thus absorbing energy • 

• 

FIGURE 16 

where tan a 1/10 

and ¢ = 90° 
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then T 
5000 

50,000 lbs 
sin 5,78 

Now, checking to see if a tensile force of 50,000 lbs is possible 

for this penetration, the final length of the tension member must be 

determined first and it would be equal to: 

20,0996 ft 

or 1'1 L '0996 f t 

and the resulting force is 

F 
(30 X 10

6
) (1) (, 0996) 
20 149,500 lbs 

which is greater than 50,000 lbs, therefore, the posts would still 

be failingc 

With only one foot of penetration when using 2 foot post 

spacing, at least 10 posts have either failed or deflected, absorbing 

155,000 ft-lbs of energy" This is in excess of the initial vehicle 

energy in the y direction, preventing the vehicle from penetrating any 

deeper and thus causing it to be redirected from the post" 

This analysis shows that with the tension member attached to the 

posts, a great deal of additional energy can be absorbed, which must 

be done in the cases where the vehicle's impact is very close to 

the rigid object" 
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DRAG FORCE VERSUS VELOCITY FOR A FLAT PLATE 
BEING PULLED THROUGH STILL WATER FOR VARIOUS 

SURFACE AREAS 

I I ' l , '(: 0.739 )( 10·& FT ~/SEC. 
I I I 

l ·t 

I 4 -- ~0( 
VELOCITY IN FT. PER SEC. 

FIG. 18 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROPOSED IMPACT ATTENUATI ON SYSTEMS 

A series of impact a t tenuation sys tems us i ng a deformable section, 

or a deformable sect i on in conjunction wi th a series of posts, are shown 

in Figures 19 through 27. These systems emp loy various densities of 

polyurethane foam in the deformable section. The pol yurethane foam is 

used rather than hone yc omb which has been men tioned pr ev i ously in this 

report in that the honeycomb has unidirectional pr oper ties and the foam 

is multi-direct ional. These are foamed in place on a concrete slab which 

is enclosed by a s eries of posts covered on the exter ior by a thin gage 

metal band e x tend ing to ground level. The concre te and metal banding 

serve as the form for the polyurethane support required f or the foaming 

proces s . The concrete also serves as a support for the vehicle when it 

impacts the system and should not need to be replaced after i mpact. The 

metal band ha s the additi onal benefi t of distributing the load of the 

vehi c le upon impact over the polyurethane foam, resulting in more uniform 

crushing , a s well as pr otecting the foamed material from vandalism, minor 

collisions, and weathering. The mastic employed over the top of the foamed 

surface is to prevent the deterioration of the exposed top surface of the 

foam. 

Systems 1, 2 and 3, which are to be used on a narrow 9 ' -6" mepian, 

ar e shown in Figures 19, 20 and 21. Their impact properties are shown 

in Tabl e s 6, 7 and 8, respectively, the cost being shown i n Table 14. 

3 
Sys t em 2 employs two different densities of foam, the 2#/ ft . and 

3 4#/ft. , and is capable of stopping a 4000 pound vehicle going 60 miles 

h . 1 f 30°. per our at an ~mpact ang e o This system's initial cost should 

be appr oximately $2500 and its replacement cost should not exceed $1500. 
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WEIGHT VELOCITY ANGLE OF 
(1bs.) (ft./sec.) APPROACH 

(degrees) 

5000 80 30° 

5000 73.3 30° 

5000 66 30° 

4000 88 30° 

4000 66 30° 

3500 100 30° 

3500 88 30° 

3000 100 30° 

3000 66 30° 

5000 100 20° 

5000 88 20° 

5000 66 20° 

4000 100 20° 

4000 88 20° 

4000 66 20° 

3500 100 20° 

3500 88 20° 

3000 100 20° 

3000 88 20° 

TABLE 6 

SYSTEM 1 

REQUIRED AVAILABLE PEAK DECELERATION 
STOPPING STOPPING (g's) 
DISTANCE DISTANCE 
(ft.) (ft.) . 

4.5 4.25 (hits post) 

3.48 4.25 17.3 

2.50 4.25 17.3 

4.1 4.25 21.6 

1.68 4.25 21.6 

4.81 4.25 (hits post) 

3.42 4.25 24.7 

3.41 4.25 28.8 

0.90 4.25 28.8 

7.5 7.25 (hits post) 

5.5 7.25 17.3 

2.5 7.25 17.3 

5.11 7.25 21.6 

4.10 7.25 21.6 

1.68 7.25 21.6 

4.81 7.25 24.7 

3.42 7.25 24.7 

3.41 7.25 28.8 

2.7 7.25 2S.8 
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WEIGHT 
(1bs.) 

5000 

4000 

3000 

2500 

2000 

5GOO 

4000 

3000 

2000 

VELOCITY 
(ft./sec.) 

100 

100 

100 

100 

88 

100 

100 

100 

100 

TABLE 6 (continued) 

ANGLE OF 
APPROACH 
(degrees) 

10° 

10° 

10° 

10° 

100 

{)0 

oo 

oo 

oo 

REQUIRED AVAILABLE PEAK DECELERATION 
STOPPING STOPPING (g's) 
DISTANCE DISTANCE 
(ft.) (ft.) 

10.36 15.0 17.3 

8.6 15.0 21.6 

6.7 15.0 28.8 

5.9 15.0 34.6 

4.8 15.0 21.6 

12.6 19.25 17.3 

10 19.25 10.8 

7.6 19.25 14.4 

6.5 19.25 21.6 
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WEIGHT 
(lbs.) 

VELOCITY 
(ft./sec.) 

;· ~~ i, 
··--~~·--··-~····-

REC:L'lRED 
STOPPING 
DISTA:\CE 
(ft.) 

--------·-------·-·--·-··---··"'-----------·-·-· 

5000 62 

4000 69 

3000 80 

2000 98 ') 

AVAILABLE 
STOPPING 
DISTA..'i CE 
(ft.) 

2 

2 

2 

J;'.EAK DECELERATION 
(g's) 

17.3 

21.6 

28.8 

43.2 



lJ1 
OJ 

WEIGHT 
(lbs.) 

5000 

4000 

3000 

2000 

VELOCITY 
(ft./sec.) 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

100 

88 

NUMBER OF 
GUARD POSTS 

REQUIRED 

28 

13 

3 

21 

7 

0 

12 

1 

1 

0 

TABLE 8 

SYSTEM 3 SYSTEM 4 
9.5 FT. MEDIAN 17.5 FT. MEDIAN 

NUMBER OF GUARD POSTS ENCOUNTERED NUMBER OF GUARD POSTS ENCOUNTERED 
2 feet spacing 3 felt spacing 2 feet spacing 3 feet spacing 

Angle 8 Angle 8 Angle 8 Angle 8 
10° 20° 30° 10° 20° 30° 10° 20° 30° 10° 20° 30° 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 

30 13 6 18 10 4 60 33 20 23 16 10 



WEIGHT 
(1bs.) 

5000 

5000 

5000 

4000 

4000 

4000 

3000 

3000 

3000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

VELOCITY 
(ft. /sec.) 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

8" 0 

66 

TABLE 9 

SYSTEM 5 

REQUIRED 
STOPPING 
DISTANCE 
(ft.) 

7.5 

s.s 

2.5 

5.1 

4.1 

1 : 
_}_ .. 1 

C1 !, 
'""-"'" ~ 

') ~· 
,;;_ ... ' 

(),':) 

') c 

_i_ ~ - ~· 

0~1 

59 

AVAILABLE 
STOPPING 
DISTANCE 
(ft.) 

6.0 

6o0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

,-- /\ 
t; .. v 

6.U 

6.0 

6.0 

PEAK DECELERATION 
(g's) 

(hits post) 

17.3 

17.3 

21.6 

21.6 

21.6 

28.8 

28.8 

28.8 

43.2 

43.2 

43.2 



WEIGHT 
( 1bs.) 

5000 

4000 

3000 

2000 

VELOCITY 
(ft./sec.) 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

TABLE 10 

SYSTEM 6 

REQUIRED 
STOPPING 
DISTANCE 

(ft.) 

9.6 

7.5 

4.5 

7.8 

6.2 

4.0 

6.0 

4.8 

2.9 

4.2 

4.0 

1.7 

60 

AVAILABLE 
STOPPING 
DISTANCE 
(ft.) . 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

PEAK DECELERATION 
(g's) 

(hits post) 

(hits post) 

17.3 

(hits post) 

(hits post) 

10.8 

28.8 

28.8 

l!;. 4 

43.2 

2L6 

21.6 



WEIGHT 
(1bs.) 

5000 

4000 

3000 

VELOCITY 
(ft./sec.) 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

TABLE 11 

SYSTEM 7 

NUMBER OF 
POSTS REQUIRED 

17 

9 

0 

10 

1 

0 

1 

0 

61 

NO. OF POSTS ENCOUNTERED 
2 feet spacing 3 feet spacing 

8 8 

35 26 13 19 13 6 

35 26 13 19 13 6 

35 26 13 19 13 6 

35 26 13 19 13 6 

35 26 13 19 13 6 

35 26 13 19 13 6 

35 26 13 19 13 6 

35 26 13 19 13 6 



WEIGHT 
(lbs .) 

5000 

4000 

3000 

2000 

VELOCITY 
(ft./sec.) 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

TABLE 12 

SYSTEM 8 

REQUIRED 
STOPPING 
DISTANCE 
(ft.) 

11.6 

9.5 

7.1 

9.8 

8.2 

5.6 

8.0 

7.6 

4.0 

6.5 

4.8 

2.4 

62 

AVAILABLE 
STOPPING 
DISTANCE 
(ft.) . 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

17.0 

PEAK DECELERATION 
(g's) 

17.3 

17.3 

8.7 

21.6 

21.6 

10.8 

14. i, 

14.4 

14.4 

21.6 

21.6 

21.6 



WEIGHT 
( 1bs.) 

5000 

4000 

3000 

2000 

VELOCITY 
(ft./sec.) 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

100 

88 

66 

TABLE 13 

SYSTEM 9 

REQUIRED 
STOPPING 
DISTANCE 
(ft.) 

11.0 

9.0 

7.0 

9.3 

7.7 

5.6 

7.5 

7.0 

4.0 

6.5 

4.8 

2.4 

63 

AVAILABLE 
STOPPING 
DISTANCE 
(ft.). 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

13.0 

PEAK DECELERATION 
(g's) 

17.3 

17.3 

8.7 

21.6 

21.6 

10.8 

28.8 

14.4 

14.4 

21.6 

21.6 

21.6 



TABLE 14 

SYSTEM COST ( $) 

1 2500 

2 500 

3a 1000 

3b 800 

4a 1500 

4b 1100 

5 1400 

6 1000 

7a 2300 

7b 1700 

8 7400 

9 3400 
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3 
System 2 employs a ring of 4#/ft. polyurethane foam and is capable 

of stopping a 4000 pound vehicle going 47 miles per hour. This system 

should cost approximately $500 for its initial installation. 

System 3 is a combination of System 2 and a series of posts embedded 

in sand. This system, when using a 2 foot post spacing, should stop a 

0 
vehicle weighing 4000 pounds going 60 miles per hour at an angle of 30 

and when using a 3 foot post spacing, should stop a 4000 pound vehicle 

0 
going 60 miles per hour at an angle of 20 . The systems will cost ap-

proximately $1000 and $300 respectively. 

Systems 4, 5, 6 and 7 (Figs. 22, 23, 24, and 25) can all be employed 

in a 17'-6" median. 

System 4 is a combination of System 3 and a field of posts embedded 

in sand and is capable of stopping when using 2 foot spacing, a 4000 pound 

0 vehicle going 63 miles per hour at an angle of 30 (Table 8), and when 

using 3 foot spacing, going 60 miles per hour at an angle of approach of 

30°. These systems should cost about $1500 and $1100 respectively and the 

replacement costs should not exceed $800 and $600. 

3 
System 5 which employs a ring of 4#/ft. polyurethane foam is capable 

of stopping a 4000 pound vehicle going at 70 miles per hour and costs 

about $1400. The replacement cost should not exceed $1000. 

System 6 (Fig. 24) employs both a ring of 4#/ft.
3 

and 2=/l=/ft.
3 

foam 

and is capable of stopping a 4000 pound vehicle going 45 miles per hour 

(Table 10). This system would have an initial cost of about $1000 and 

a replacement cost of about $600. 

System 7 (Fig. 25) is a combination of System 6 and a field of posts. 

It is capable of stopping a vehicle weighing 4000 pounds and going 70 

miles per hour at an approach angle of 30° ~vhen using a 2 foot post spacing. 
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When using the 3 foot post spacing, it will stop a 4000 pound vehicle 

traveling in excess of 60 miles per hour at an approach angle of 30°. 

These systems would cost $2300 and $1700 , respectively, and the re-

placement cost would be $1200 and $900. 

System 8 (Fig. 26) is t o be used in a 40 foot median and employs 

. 3 3 
a r~ng of 2#/ft. and 4# /f t . pol yurethane foam. This system, which 

would cost $7400 initial ly, is capable of stopping a 5000 pound vehicle 

traveling in excess of 70 mi l es per hour. The replacement cost would 

be $2500. 

System 9 (Fig . 27) is to be used on t he side of the road and is a 

half section employing both 2#/ft.
3 

and 4#/f t .
3 

fo am. This system is 

capable of stopping a 5000 pound vehicl e t r avel ing i n excess of 70 miles 

per hour and would cost approximately $3400 to instal l . Its replacement 

cost would be appr oximately $3000. 

It is believed t ha t impact attenua tion s ystems are feasible and 

should be consider ed for use on our nat i on's highwa ys. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

1. It is apparent, from the references cited previously, that a human 

being is capable of withstanding deceleration rates in excess of 

25 g's lasting for 0.1 seconds with onset rates in excess of 500 g's 

per second without injurious or disabling effects provided that the 

person is properly restrained. 

2. A sizeable reduction in the number of deaths caused by single car 

accidents can be realized by the use of attenuation systems that 

will decelerate an impacting vehicle with a deceleration rate that 

is less than 25 g's and with an onset rate of less than 500 g's per 

second. 

3. The systems as outlined in the report are capable of meeting the 

deceleration requirements necessary for the prevention of this un

necessary loss of life, maiming and property damage. 

4. The necessary construction materials required for the fabrication 

of these systems are presently available from industry. 

5. A feasible system for use around fixed objects, such as interior 

bents, bridge abutoents and overhead supports, located in areas 

where a limited amount of vehicle stopping distance is available, 

can be obtained by using the concept illustrated by Figure 7. This 

system employs a series of plastic acting impact elements for the 

absorption of the vehicle kinetic energy upon impact. 

6. A system that employs a field of posts in conjunction with a cable 
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or guardrail system as illustrated in Figure 12, appears to be 

feasible for use where a large amount of stopping distance is 

available. 

Recommendations 

In an attempt to reduce the injuries, fatalities and loss of 

property caused by the single vehicle accidents, the following 

recommendations are made: 

1. A program should be inaugurated for the determination of mechan

ical properties of the various available energy absorbing materials 

(foam, honeycomb, plastics, etc.) that can be used in the construe-

tion of impact attenuation sys teT~s. The material properties should 

be determined under loadings which are both static and dynamic. 

These tests would enab]e the determination of the energy absorbing 

capabilities of the various materials. 

2. The fabrication techniques necessary for the construction of the 

various impact attenuation systems should be studied. 

3. Material and fabrication cost studies should be made; this should 

include material durability, maintenance and replacement require

ments so that the most economical system will result. 

4. Full-scale crash tests of selected systems and materials should be 

made to evaluate the impact behavior of the various systems under 

actual collision conditions. 

5. From the analysis of the various attenuation systems and prelim

inary laboratory tests on polyurethane foam, it is recommended that 

systems similar to those shown in Figures 19 through 27 be considered 

for field testing and application. 
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:h~ expected impact pr0perties of the respective syBtems fot var1a~, 

vehicle parameters are shown in Tables 6 through 13 The approximatE 

fabrication and material costs for these systems are ;:;hown 1n Table 14 

The material (polyurethane foam) is presently available from the 

Polytron Company in Brookpark, Ohio, and costs less than one dollar a 

pound, It can be foamed in place with a density of only 2 pounds a ,.:ubH. 

foot According to test data its crush strength with thl& d~ns1ry wo~ld 

be Hpprox1mately 25 ps1. 

Anothe.r mater1.ai that looks promising is foamed sulfur ILi, matE:t 

ial which can also be foamed in place with controlled densities and 

etrength, has a much lower cost per pound than polyurethane foam. 
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